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Abstract— Randomness plays an important role in many of the applications where natural selection process needs to be simulated.
The term randomness also finds an important and irreplaceable role in the area of data security and cryptography. There are
various traditional random number generators. Multiplicative Congruential Generator (MCG) is one among them. The
randomness of the generated sequence is enhanced by the concept of nesting introduced into the algorithm. In this work the
traditional MCG is compared with Nested Multiplicative Congruential Generator(NMCG) using statistical and graphical analysis
techniques. The most important advantage of NMCG is that the period of the generated sequence is infinity. In the case of MCG
the period depends upon the value of multiplicand. The analysis performed also concludes that NMCG is a better random number
generator when compared to MC.
Index Terms— Cryptography; Data Security; True Random Number Generator; Pseudo random number generator;
Multiplicative Congruential Generator; Prime number; Kolmogorov Smirnov Test; Runs Test

I. INTRODUCTION
Random Numbers have a lot of applications where
unpredictability is desired lucky draw, natural phenomena
simulation, cryptography and so on. A series is said to be
random if it is unpredictable, independent and uniform.
Random numbers are generated by Random Number
Generators. The efficiency of the generator depends on
how much unpredictable, independent and uniform is the
generated series.[1][2][3]
There are two types of random number generators true
random number generator and pseudo random number
generator. While true random number generators use real
world phenomena for generation, pseudo random number
generator
uses
computational
algorithms
for
generation.[8]Though there are many true random number
generators such as Hotbits, Laser, Random.org and so on,
pseudo random number generators are used in most of the
applications where randomness comes into play.
[6][7][19] For better performance Pseudo Random
number generators and true random number generators
are used in combination also.[14][15][9] In this paper two
random number generators Multiplicative Congruential
Generator is compared with Nested Multiplicative
Random Number Generator.[10][11]The analysis
concludes that nested concept when introduced the
traditional MCG has improved its performance. In nested
random series the period is always infinity that is a
subsequence never repeats.[12]A better random number
generator promises betterment of cryptographic
systems.[13]

II. MULTIPLICATIVE CONGRUENTIAL
GENERATOR (MCG)
Multiplicative Congruential Generator is one of the oldest
and most popular random number generator. MCG is
simple and easy to implement it is a variation of
traditional LCG.
Random series is generated based on a equation given
below.
Xn+1=(aXn)mod m
(1)
Here,
X is the sequence of random numbers
m, 0<m modulus
a,0<a<mmultiplier
X0,0≤X0<mseed value
MCG is fast and requires very less memory. Period of the
generated series depends upon the value of „m‟. MCG is
not suitable for applications like cryptography where high
security is demanded because the series repeats itself after
the period length.[16][17].
III. NESTED MULTIPLICATIVE
CONGRUENTIAL GENERATOR(NMCG)
In Nested MCG concept of nesting is introduced into
traditional MCG. The series is generated based on the
equation given below. The equation is the same as that of
traditional MCG. But here multiplier is not a constant
value as „a‟ in equation (1). „multi‟ is a random number
generated by another random number series.
NLCG consist of three steps:
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i.
ii.

Getting the seed value
Generating the series

Getting the seed value:
Based on the current system clock value read a pixel
value of the current picture captured by system camera is
read. Based on the pixel value read two prime numbers
p10 and p20 are generated. Here p10 is the greatest prime
number less than the read pixel value and p20 is the
smallest prime number greater than the read pixel value.
Seed value is given by,
X0=p10*p20 mod m

(2)

m is relatively prime to p10*p20
Thus seed value X0 is the product of two prime
numbers. Generated seed value is cryptographically
secure due to two factors, difficulty in factorizing product
of two prime numbers and true randomness introduced,
clock value and pixel value. The above mentioned
complexity increases the efficiency of the system and
makes the job of cryptanalyst difficult or rather
impossible.[20]
Generating the series
Xi=(Xi-1*bi)mod m

(3)

bi=fi*p1i-1*p2i-1

(4)

fi is the pixel value read from the image based on p1 i-1
and p2i-1
Now based on p1i-1 and p2i-1 next pair of prime
numbers is generated p1i and p2i. Equations (3) and (4)
together generate the random number series. The next
element in the generated random sequence „Xi‟ not only
depends on previous value Xi-1 but also on bi which are
next element of random series generated by the equations
(4). Thus another random series values contribute for final
random series generation. That is one random series is
nested within another series. Nesting ensures that
sequence is never repeated within the final series being
generated and period is infinity. NMCG algorithm is
pictorially represented in the flowchart given below.

FIG. 1. Flowchart Of Nmcg
NMCG is cost effective since no expensive hardware
is required. Seed value generated is sufficiently complex
since true randomness and prime factorization problem is
used in this step. Nested concept used during series
generation makes the series unpredictable and random
and subsequence never repeats in the generated sequence.
[6][15] Complexities involved in this method include true
entropy sources introduced in the generation, prime
factorization problem, concept of nesting used in the
algorithm.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Both mcg and nmcg were implemented in matlab and
output was analyzed. System clock value was read and a
pixel value was read from the current image captured
based on the pixel value read. Then two prime numbers
p10 and p20 was generated. Seed value is evaluated based
on equation (2). The same seed value was used for mcg
also.
Now the series is generated for nmcg using the equations
(3) and (4) and for mcg using the equation (1). The
output got for mcg and nmcg after implementing the
algorithm is given below. „m‟ was chosen to be 197.
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FIG. 2. Output showing the first 105 elements
in the random series generated by nmcg
V. RESULT ANALYSIS
1) scatter diagram
Scatter diagram analysis proves that the series generated
by nmcg is better when compared to mcg.
For analyzing first 30 elements are chosen. Points on the
graph are divided into four quadrants. If there are x points
on the graph, count x/2 points from top to bottom and
draw a horizontal line. Count x/2 points from left to right
and draw a vertical line. Here 30 points are considered so
lines are drawn after 15 points and graph divided into four
quadrants.

FIG. 1. Output Showing The First 105
Elements In The Random Series Generated
By Mcg
Fig. 4. Nmcg scatter diagram

Fig. 5. Mcg scatter diagram
Now,
A = points in upper left + lower right
B = points in upper right + lower left
Q = smaller of a and b
N=a+b

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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equations (5), (6), (7) and (8) is considered and
the q value is compared with the limit value read from the
trend test table. Limit given in the trend test table for
sample of 30 is 9. Here for nmcg value of a=12 and b=18
q is 12 and is greater than the limit 9 hence the numbers
in the series is drawn by random chance. But for mcg
value of a=8 and b=22 q is 8 which is less than the limit
value 9 hence numbers in the series are somehow related.
Hence scatter diagram analysis shows that nmcg is a
better random number generator than mcg.
2) bar graph analysis
the bar graph is plotted for first 200
random numbers generated both for mcg and nmcg.

repeats after every 49 numbers plotted. But in the case of
nmcg the subsequence never repeats. This is because the
multiplicand value is never constant it forms the random
number in another nested random series. Hence bar graph
analysis also shows nmcg is better than mcg as a random
number generator.
3) kolmogorov smirnov test
Ks test can be used to check the randomness of the
numbers generated by a rng that is allowed to take on any
value within a certain interval, leading to a continuous cdf
[16]. Ks test is conducted on both nmcg and mcg results
and the analysis table is given below.[18]
H0 = sequence being tested is random
Ha = sequence being tested is not random
Table i. K s test analysis of nmcg

Fig. 6. Bar graph of nmcg output

From the table generated for nmcg output
k+ = 0.1546531
k- = 0.0763113
From ks test table at n=30 and 1-α=0.9
k=0.21756
K+ < k and k- < k hence sequence generated by nmcg is
random and pass ks test
Table ii. K s test analysis of mcg
Fig. 7. Bar graph of mcg ouput
the plotted bar graph shows that the generated
sequence is random and a subsequence never repeats for
nmcg. But the case is different with mcg here the period is
49 that is subsequence repeats after every 49 numbers
being. In the bar graph generated by mcg the same pattern

From the table generated for mcg output
K+ = 0.1510998
K- = 0.0774958
From ks test table at n=30 and 1-α=0.9
k=0.21756
K+ < k and k- < k hence sequence generated by mcg is
random and pass ks test
The output analysis shows that the sequence generated by
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both mcg and nmcg are random.
4) Runs Test
Run can be defined as a series of increasing values or a
series of decreasing values. Length of the run is the
number of increasing, or decreasing, values. For starting
the runs test median of first thirty elements are found out.
If a value in the series is less than median then it is
denoted by -1 otherwise +1. Now runs are counted for this
series of +1 and -1 and hypothesis testing is done.
Ho : sequence is random
Ha : sequence is not random
From the sequence generated by mcg 30 samples are
taken and median is calculated. Median is got as 84. Now
all the values greater than 84 is denoted as +1 and values
less than 84 as -1. Number of runs is got as 18. Now, n1,
number of -1, is 14 and n2 , number of +1 is 16. From
runs table the test is passed if the number of runs is
between 10 and 22. Here number of runs is 18 and hence
the generated sequence is not random. For nmcg median
is 87.5, n1 is 15 and n2 is 15. Number of runs is 20 which
is between 10 and 22, hence the generated sequence is
random. Thus the runs test also proves that both nmcg and
mcg are good random number generators.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper Nested Multiplicative Congruential
Generator (NMCG) is compared with Multiplicative
Congruential Generator (MCG). True random source,
prime factorization problem and nesting all together
contributes to the enhanced behavior of NMCG. For
NMCG the period of the generated sequence is always
infinity but for MCG the period depends upon the value
of multiplicand chosen. Period is infinity for NMCG since
the value of multiplicand is never constant. For
applications that require high degree of randomness the
period needs to be infinity that is a subsequence should
never repeat. The presence of period makes the work of
cryptanalyst easier. Statistical and Graphical analysis
conducted on the generated sequence also proves NMCG
to be good random number generator.
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